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Student Loan Matching Contributions 
and Private Equity Investments

VOL 13: MATCHING CONTRIBUTIONS AND PRIVATE EQUITY

This edition covers two topics of interest to retirement plan 
sponsors and financial advisors. 

For more information on SECURE 2.0’s impact on 
retirement plans, refer to ERISA Connection Volume 11, 
published in January 2023.

Student Loan Matching Contributions  
Under SECURE 2.0
Student loan repayment obligations can make it difficult for 
employees to contribute to their employer’s 401(k) plan. 
Employees who don’t contribute to their retirement plan 
miss more than the opportunity to save for retirement — 
they also miss their employers’ matching contributions. 

Employers who have been searching for a solution to 
this problem enthusiastically greeted Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) guidance which approved a solution for 
one particular 401(k) plan, only to be disappointed the 
guidance offered a solution that was difficult for other 
employers to utilize and posed additional compliance 
obstacles for safe harbor plans.

Fortunately, SECURE 2.0 offers a solution available  
to all employers, even those sponsoring safe harbor  
plans. In crafting the provision, Congress also offered  
employers some simple ways to administer a student  
loan, making it easier for employers to choose to 
implement such a provision. 

If you are considering offering your retirement plan 
participants the chance to receive matching contributions 
on their qualifying student loan payments (SECURE 2.0 
made this provision optional — not mandatory — for 
employers), consider the following:

• Student loan payments eligible for matching 
contributions. Student loan payments that meet the 
requirements to be Qualified Student Loan Payments 
(QSLP) may be matched under the new provision. 
A QSLP is an employee’s repayment of a “qualified 
education loan” for the higher education expenses  
of the employee, the employee’s spouse or an 
individual who was the employee’s dependent when  
the debt arose. 

• 
• No documentation, but certification. The employer 

student loan matching arrangement that was the 
subject of IRS guidance issued before SECURE 
2.0 required participants to provide documentation 
evidencing the type and amount of student loan 
payments they had made during the year. Because 
this documentation would likely also contain personal 
financial information, the employer hired an outside 
third party to review employee documentation and 
provide only the information necessary for plan 
administrative purposes to the plan sponsor. Many 
smaller and mid-size companies found this potential 
extra expense undesirable. 
 
SECURE 2.0 makes hiring a third party to verify 
employee student loan payments unnecessary. 
Instead, SECURE 2.0 allows employers to rely on 
the employee’s annual written certification without 
substantiation. However, the statute directs the IRS 
to issue regulations allowing employers to establish 
reasonable procedures for employees to claim the 
QSLP match. Those regulations could allow employers 
to require substantiating documentation.
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• Employees have extended time to claim QSLP 
match. SECURE 2.0 requires employers to provide 
employees with at least three months after the close of 
a plan year to claim a QSLP match. This requirement 
effectively restricts employers to making the QSLP 
match on an annual basis, even if the plan’s regular 
match is made more frequently, such as on a payroll 
period or quarterly basis.

This provision of SECURE 2.0 becomes effective for plan 
years beginning after December 31, 2023.

Private Equity in 401(k) Plans —  
What’s All the Fuss?
With financial publications’ ever-changing headlines, it 
can be hard for retirement plan fiduciaries to determine 
whether they should consider private equity as a potential 
investment option under their company’s 401(k) plan. 

In this section of the ERISA Connection, we’ll guide you 
through the current state of Department of Labor (DOL) 
guidance on the subject.

On June 30, 2020, the DOL published an “Information 
Letter” (a non-binding statement) that addressed private 
equity investments as a component of a professionally 
managed asset allocation fund offered as an investment 
option for participants in 401(k) plans. 

The DOL concluded that a plan fiduciary could, consistent 
with their obligations under ERISA, select such an 
investment, providing a list of factors the fiduciary must 
consider.

Some of the factors were:

• Whether the characteristics of the fund align with 
the plan’s characteristics and needs of the plan 
participants, taking into account (among other things) 
the fund’s investment allocation and strategy, fees and 
other expenses, and the nature and duration of any 
liquidity restrictions, a participant’s ability to access 
funds (e.g., loans) and ability to change investment 
selections on a potentially frequent basis.

• Whether plan participants will be furnished adequate 
information regarding the character and risks of the 
fund to be able to make an informed assessment 
regarding making or continuing an investment  
in the fund.

• Whether the fiduciary has the skill, knowledge and 
experience to make these determinations.

The following year, in 2021, the DOL revisited the issue in 
a Supplemental Statement to the Information Letter, which 
is widely considered a step back from the opinion it first 
expressed in the Information Letter. In the Supplemental 
Statement, the DOL cited questions and reactions from a 
range of stakeholders regarding the Information Letter and 
a recent Risk Alert issued by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), which highlighted compliance issues 
in examinations of registered investment advisers that 
manage private equity or hedge funds.

After carefully considering the stakeholder input and the 
implications of the SEC Risk Alert, the DOL concluded 
that it should supplement the Information Letter to “ensure 
that plan fiduciaries do not expose plan participants and 
beneficiaries to unwarranted risks by misreading the 
Information Letter as saying that [private equity] — as a 
component of a designated investment alternative — is 
generally appropriate for a typical 401(k) plan.”

The DOL cautioned that the previous Information Letter 
should be limited to fiduciaries that have experience 
evaluating private equity investments in a defined benefit 
pension plan who are also qualified to analyze these 
investments for a participant-directed individual account 
plan, particularly with the assistance of a qualified 
fiduciary investment adviser, saying, “Except in this 
minority of situations, plan-level fiduciaries of small, 
individual account plans are not likely suited to evaluate 
the use of [private equity] investments in designated 
investment alternatives in individual account plans.”

Given this seeming step backward by the DOL, plan 
fiduciaries should not consider offering private equity 
investments in their company’s 401(k) plan without the 
guidance of an experienced ERISA attorney and an 
investment advisor who has a significant level of expertise 
in private equity and the specific needs of 401(k) plan 
participants. 

It is important to note that in its Information Letter, the 
DOL was evaluating the use of private equity as a very 
small piece of a larger investment option — for example, 
a professionally managed target date fund — and not as 
a stand-alone investment option on the plan’s investment 
menu.
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We’re Here to Help

Have questions for Definiti about this edition of the 
ERISA Connection or SECURE 2.0’s impact on 
retirement plans? Contact your RPC, call  
1 (888) 912-3653 or email sales@definiti.com.

This material has been prepared for informational purposes 
only, and is not intended to provide legal, tax, or investment 
advice. Any tax-related discussion contained in this material 
is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for 
(i) avoiding any tax penalties, or (ii) promoting, marketing, or 
recommending to any other party any transaction or matter 
addressed herein. This material does not provide fiduciary 
recommendations concerning investments or investment 
management; it is not individualized to the needs of any specific 
benefit plan or retirement investor, nor is it directed to any 
recipient in connection with a specific investment or investment 
management decision. Please consult your independent legal 
counsel and/or professional tax advisor regarding any legal or 
tax issues raised in this material.

Karen Toth has been an ERISA lawyer for more than 20 
years. She has worked in private practice and in-house, 
counselling employers, retirement plan service providers, 
and fiduciary asset managers about their fiduciary and 
compliance obligations under ERISA. At Definiti, Karen 
helps clients administer their retirement plans correctly 
and efficiently, and when errors do occur, navigate 
Internal Revenue Service and Department of Labor 
correction programs successfully.

Karen received her law degree Cum Laude from the 
Temple University School of Law and Received an LL.M. 
in Taxation and a Certificate in Employee Benefits, With 
Distinction, from the Georgetown University Law Center.
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